Ambulatory Motor Assessment in Parkinson’s Disease
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Abstract: We developed an algorithm that distinguishes between on and off states in patients with Parkinson’s disease during daily life activities. Twenty-three patients were monitored continuously in a home-like situation for approximately 3 hours while they carried out normal daily-life activities. Behavior and comments of patients during the experiment were used to determine the on and off periods by a trained observer. Behavior of the patients was measured using triaxial accelerometers, which were placed at six different positions on the body. Parameters related to hypokinesia (percentage movement), bradykinesia (mean velocity), and tremor (percentage peak frequencies above 4 Hz) were used to distinguish between on and off states. The on–off detection was evaluated using sensitivity and specificity. The performance for each patient was defined as the average of the sensitivity and specificity. The best performance to classify on and off states was obtained by analysis of movements in the frequency domain with a sensitivity of 0.97 and a specificity of 0.97. We conclude that our algorithm can distinguish between on and off states with a sensitivity and specificity near 0.97. This method, together with our previously published method to detect levodopa-induced dyskinesia, can automatically assess the motor state of Parkinson’s disease patients and can operate successfully in unsupervised ambulatory conditions. © 2005 Movement Disorder Society
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During the first years of levodopa (l-dopa) treatment, patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) have a stable response to l-dopa. After several years of l-dopa treatment, however, an increasing number of patients show fluctuations in motor response and l-dopa–induced dyskinesias (LID).1–4 These complications constitute a major problem in the long-term management of PD and add substantially to the patient’s disability. Two main problems arise from a therapeutical point of view: first, the clinical state of patients has to be determined (on, off, or LID), and second, it has to be known how this clinical state fluctuates over time during the course of the day. Many methods have been developed to assess these late l-dopa problems in PD; however, the standard clinical detection and rating methods can only be applied in a hospital setting under supervision of a trained clinical observer.5–7 Moreover, these rating methods provide only a momentary assessment of the clinical condition. This is not sufficient for practical purposes, because fluctuations over time require long-term supervision of up to a few days.

For long-term evaluation of PD symptoms, patients usually have to keep a diary to record whether they are on, have LID, or are off (reemergence of PD symptoms). However, self-report of the motor-state in diaries has several limitations and can be troublesome or even unreliable.8–10 For example, Goetz and colleagues11 tested the efficacy of a patient-training videotape on motor fluctuations for on–off diaries. They showed that the ratings by12 of 32 PD patients differed by more than 80% from those of a trained observer. Therefore, automatic ambulatory assessment of the motor state and motor fluctuations with a high performance would be highly useful in the management of PD and in the evaluation of surgical and pharmacologic interventions.

As explained above the currently available standard clinical methods to assess the motor state in PD patients have several limitations and cannot be used in daily life. Activity monitors have been used mainly to identify the
energy expenditure in daily life\textsuperscript{12,13} but have also been used to assess motor fluctuations in daily life. Studies that focused on the assessment of diurnal motor fluctuations in PD used a wrist-worn activity monitor.\textsuperscript{14–17} These studies measured the number of activities in a short interval (15 seconds to 5 minutes) and found a global relation between the number of activities and response fluctuations. The validity of this wrist-worn activity monitor in terms of sensitivity and specificity in detecting on and off was not determined. This is unfortunate because validation is a crucial step for a successful automatic detection of on and off states in daily life. A disadvantage of the wrist-worn activity monitor used in these studies is that this monitor only indicates the amount of movement and does not give a good representation of the functionality or nature of the movements. For example, the activity monitor could not distinguish between voluntary movements, LID, and tremor. The wrist-worn activity monitor therefore was only able to assess the duration of immobility periods as a measure of hypokinesia. Because PD patients in the off state can show various, interindividual differences in PD symptoms, an ambulatory device has to be able to assess all possible PD symptoms that are characteristic for the off state such as bradykinesia, tremor, and akinesia. More recently, multichannel accelerometry has been used in the detection and assessment of motor disorders in PD in daily life.\textsuperscript{18,19} In particular, we used multichannel accelerometry and a neural network approach with good success to assess the severity of dyskinesia and to distinguish dyskinesia from voluntary movements in daily life.\textsuperscript{20} An advantage of this method is that movements of several segments can be measured simultaneously and that the accelerometer signals can be used to calculate several variables related to Parkinson symptoms. So far, only Hoff and colleagues\textsuperscript{21} have investigated the sensitivity and specificity of continuous ambulatory multichannel accelerometry in detecting on and off states while patients were at home. They used three different variables (immobility duration, mean acceleration, and percentage time with tremor) that were calculated for 30-minute intervals using the accelerometers on the wrist. The three variables were used separately to detect on and off states. Hoff and coworkers\textsuperscript{21} reported a specificity for hypokinesia, bradykinesia, and tremor in the range between 0.66 and 0.76 and a sensitivity in the range between 0.60 and 0.71.

The relatively low values for the sensitivity and specificity found in the study by Hoff and associates\textsuperscript{21} could be the result of several factors. One of the possible factors suggested by the authors was the use of subjective self-assessment as a reference. The poor performance could be due to the poor validity of self-assessment and assessment of a trained observer might solve this problem. Another reason for the relatively small sensitivity and specificity might be that the variables to detect bradykinesia and hypokinesia were based on the accelerometer signals in the frequency range between 1 and 3.5 Hz. Because many movements in daily life occur at frequencies below 1 Hz,\textsuperscript{22} much relevant information about daily life motor activity might have been lost by focusing on the 1- to 3.5-Hz frequency range. A final reason for the low sensitivity and specificity is that PD patients show different interindividual PD symptoms in the off state. An algorithm that is based on more PD-related parameters than the three variables used in the study by Hoff and colleagues\textsuperscript{21} might therefore lead to a more successful detection of on–off fluctuations for all PD patients.

The main purpose of this study is to develop an algorithm for the automatic detection of motor fluctuations in Parkinson’s disease that gives a significantly higher sensitivity and specificity than that obtained in the study by Hoff and coworkers\textsuperscript{21} We will use variables related to bradykinesia, hypokinesia, and tremor to distinguish between on and off states. For bradykinesia, we will calculate the mean velocity over periods of 1 minute and the mean velocity during movements. The amount of time that a segment is moving is used as a variable for hypokinesia. A parkinsonian rest tremor has a typical frequency between 4 and 8 Hz but an action or postural tremor could also be present at higher frequencies;\textsuperscript{23,24} therefore, the percentage of peak frequencies above 4 Hz will be used as a variable related to tremor. In addition to single variables, more sophisticated classification techniques, that combine several variables, will be used to detect on and off states.

\section*{Patients and Methods}

\subsection*{Patients}

Twenty-three patients (17 men, 6 women) with on–off fluctuations participated in this study. Patients had either end-of-dose or random off periods. All patients were known to us for many years and could accurately describe relevant states and symptoms. Patients were not demented and did not suffer from depression. None of the patients had nonmotor side effects of therapy. In the on state, patients were in Hoehn-Yahr stage II to III, and in the off state usually in Hoehn-Yahr stage III to IV. Occasionally, some patients were unable to walk if they had problems with L-dopa absorption or when they did not take their L-dopa dose in time.
The experiments were approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the University Medical Center of the University of Nijmegen. All patients gave informed consent. Patients were between 39 and 71 years old (mean ± standard deviation [SD], 57 ± 8 years) and had a mean duration of the disease of 14 ± 4 years (range, 7–23 years). Mean L-dopa medication was 695 ± 300 mg daily (range, 375–1,400 mg/day). In addition to L-dopa, 11 patients were on pergolide (mean ± SD, 4.4 ± 2.5), 5 patients were on pramipexol (0.82 ± 0.65), and 1 patient was on ropinirol (2.75 mg/day). Patients were monitored continuously for approximately 3 hours (mean [SD], 172 (30) minutes; range, 130–230 minutes). During this period, the patients took their regular medication at their usual time. When a patient did not switch between a state, however, L-dopa medication was postponed or an extra dose was taken to induce an off or on state, respectively. During the test, 17 patients showed fluctuations with both on and off periods, whereas 3 patients were only in an on period and 3 others were only in an off period. Of 20 patients who showed an off period, 11 did not suffer from a tremor and 9 did. Each recording session started between 10 AM and 1 PM. The experiments took place in a home-like setting in the occupational therapy department of the Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Center. During the monitoring session, the patients carried out approximately 35 functional daily life activities, such as putting on a coat, reading a newspaper, making a phone call, washing hands, and walking. We intended to imitate the behavior of the patients in normal daily life. Behavior in daily life is not constrained by standardized execution of defined tasks, but both the type and execution of free behavior differ throughout the day both within and between subjects. We therefore created an environment in which they could carry out daily life activities in a natural home-like setting. Above all, patients had to carry out the tasks in their own preferred way. At the start of the experiment, subjects were instructed to carry out all activities in their own way and at their own pace. The experimenter gave instructions about the order of activities (e.g., preparing lunch, reading the newspaper, making coffee, etc.), keeping them alert and active at all times. A large number of tasks were carried out in the off state as well as in the on state. Patients were free to take a rest between activities at any time. During these “rest” periods, patients mainly were sitting in a chair and chatting. The rest periods were always small and did not exceed 10 minutes.

Data Acquisition

The movements of the trunk, upper arms, and postures were measured automatically using accelerometers. Six sets with three orthogonal accelerometers each (ADXL202; Analog Devices, Norwood, MA) were placed at six different positions on the body (Fig. 1): at both upper arms (just below the shoulder in the sagittal plane), at both upper legs (halfway the upper leg on the anterior side), at the wrist of the most affected side, and at the trunk (top of the sternum). The accelerometer signals were stored digitally on a data recorder (Vitaport 3; TEMEC Instruments, Kerkrade, The Netherlands) that was attached to a belt around the patient’s waist. The accelerometer signals were sampled at a frequency of 256 Hz, low-pass filtered using a moving averaging window with a 3 dB cut-off frequency at 16 Hz and stored at a sample frequency of 64 Hz. During the whole experiment, patients were observed by the experimenter and their behavior was videotaped. The experimenter observed the behavior of the patient and asked the patient about his/her motor state, especially when he observed small changes in motor state. Patients also were in-

FIG. 1. Schematic overview of the position of the six sets of accelerometers on the body. The three orthogonal directions for measurement of acceleration by each set of accelerometers are indicated by arrows.
structured to mention any change in motor state. Only patients who could clearly identify their motor state were included in this study. The experimenter used any sign of PD symptoms such as tremor, bradykinesia, and hypokinesia to determine whether a patient was in an off state. Patients were performing motor tasks every 10 minutes during which they were moving most of the time; therefore, any sign of bradykinesia could be observed clearly during the whole experiment. All periods, in which patients did not show any sign of PD symptoms and in which the patients classified their self as on, were classified as on state. Periods in which patients showed dyskinesia were also classified as on state. The clinical classification of on and off states was thus based on the observation of the experimenter together with the comments of the patient. If necessary, the videotapes were used to check the motor state and the kind of task carried out by a patient. It is often hard to detect the precise timing of a switch between motor states; therefore, we did not use the data in a window of 5 minutes around the time of a switch, indicated by the trained observer or patient, to develop our algorithm.

Of the 23 patients of this study, 13 had participated in our previous study to assess the severity of dyskinesia. In the previous study, only the data in the off state had been used and we had been able to distinguish between dyskinesias and voluntary movements. In the present study, we also used the data of the off states of the patients. In addition, we did not rate the severity of dyskinesia in the present study, on periods with and without dyskinesia were just classified as on state.

**Data Analysis**

Four parameters were calculated from the accelerometer signals to distinguish between the on and off state of PD patients. These variables were related to three of the core features of PD namely, bradykinesia (slowness of voluntary movement), hypokinesia (lack of voluntary movements), and tremor (spontaneous rhythmic repetitive alternating movements). Each parameter was calculated for each body segment for subsequent 1-minute intervals. An accelerometer signal consists of two different components, which cannot be distinguished: a component related to acceleration of the moving limb and a gravity component related to the position of the accelerometer relative to gravity. Any movement will affect both components and thus any change in the accelerometer signal will reflect movement of the accelerometer. For this reason, the derivative of the accelerometer signal was used as a measure for movement of the body segment. The square root of the sum of squares of the derivatives of the three orthogonal accelerometer signals from a body segment will be referred to as “segment velocity” for that limb segment. For assessment of bradykinesia and hypokinesia, three different variables were calculated. For the calculation of the bradykinesia and hypokinesia variables, the raw accelerometer signal was first filtered by a second-order low-pass digital Butterworth filter with a 3-dB cut-off frequency at 3.5 Hz. The segment velocity was calculated thereafter using the filtered accelerometer signals. The variables \( V_b \) and \( V_h \) represent the mean velocity of a segment and the mean velocity when a segment moves, respectively. Movement of a segment was defined as the condition when the segment velocity exceeded a threshold of 0.05 m/sec.

For the assessment of hypokinesia, the percentage of time that a segment is moving was calculated (%V_off).

In addition to the bradykinesia and hypokinesia related variables, we calculated a variable to detect tremor. A parkinsonian rest tremor has a typical frequency between 4 and 8 Hz but an action or postural tremor could also be present at higher frequencies. The percentage of peak frequencies above 4 Hz (indicated by %PF4) therefore was used as a variable to detect PD tremor. For the calculation of the percentage of peak frequencies above 4 Hz, the following procedure was used. The peak frequency was calculated using a moving window of 3 seconds, sliding 1 second per step. For each 3-second interval, the raw accelerometer signal was filtered with a high-pass digital filter with a 3-dB cut-off frequency at 1 Hz and subsequently multiplied by a Blackman window to align begin and end of the 3-second window. Fourier analysis was applied on this signal to calculate the frequency spectrum. The sum of the amplitude spectra of the three accelerometers on each body segment was taken and the peak frequency was the frequency with the largest power. In daily life, walking is one of the activities in which the velocity of body segments is relatively large compared to that in other daily life activities. In both on and off states, our patients were able to walk for several minutes. Walking can be detected easily using accelerometers on both legs and we excluded the data in which patients walked continuously for more than 3 minutes.

Patients may reveal small fluctuations of the variables, which might not necessarily reflect a switch between on and off states. The value of each of the five variables as a function of time therefore was filtered with a second-order digital Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency at 0.001 Hz to reveal slow trends (on a 15-minute time scale) of the on–off states.

Patients who suffer from bradykinesia and hypokinesia will make slow and fewer movements in the off state. For this reason, bradykinetic and hypokinetic patients...
were expected to show small values for the variables \( \bar{V} \), \( \bar{V}_o \), and \( %V_o \) in the off state. Patients with a tremor would most likely show large values for the variable \( \%PF_4 \) in the off state. A threshold for each of these variables was computed to distinguish between on and off states, as will be explained below. The on–off detection was evaluated using the sensitivity and specificity, which were defined as the fraction of correctly classified data in the off and on state, respectively. For each variable, the sensitivity and specificity depend on the threshold for that variable, which discriminates between the on and the off state. Sensitivity and specificity were used to produce a receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve. The optimal threshold to discriminate between on and off states was chosen as the threshold that gave the smallest distance of the ROC curve to the maximum (sensitivity and specificity of 1.00).

In addition to sensitivity and specificity, the performance for each patient was calculated as the average of the sensitivity and specificity ((sensitivity + specificity)/2). When a patient was only tested in the off (or on) state, the performance was equal to the correct classification in the off (= specificity) or on (= sensitivity) state.

In general, PD patients can be subdivided in akinetic-rigid–dominant patients and tremor-dominant patients. Patients were thus divided in a group who suffered from a visible tremor in the off state (tremor group) and a group who did not suffer from tremor (nontremor group). The selection was based on the observation of the experimenter and on the evaluation of the videotapes by a trained physician. To be classified as a patient with a tremor, patients had to show a visible tremor anywhere during the experimental session. Patients who did not show a visible tremor during the experiment were classified as nontremor patients. Nine patients showed a visible tremor and were selected for the tremor group. The remaining 13 patients (1 patient was left out, discussed below) were selected for the nontremor group.

In addition to the detection of on–off states based on each of the single variables, we explored whether a combination of parameters could give a better performance in detecting on–off states. For each of the six body segments, all four variables were calculated resulting in a total of 24 variables. These variables were used as input to a neural network (multilayer perceptron [MLP]) with an input layer, one hidden layer, and an output layer. The output of the hidden units and the output unit was given by a hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function that gives a value between \(-1\) and \(+1\). The output of the unit in the output layer represents the on \((-1)\) or the off \((+1)\) state. The neural network was optimized using the mean square error (MSE) between the neural network output and the state indicated by the trained physician. For more detailed information about the neural networks, see Keijzers and colleagues.\(^{20}\)

Neural networks with various numbers of hidden units were used and forward selection was used to find the most important input variables to distinguish between motor states. Forward selection means that we started with an empty set of variables and added, one after another, the variable that causes the largest reduction of the MSE between the neural network output and the score given by the physician. The neural network was seen as correct when the neural network gave a score larger than 0 for the off state and smaller than 0 for the on state.

In conclusion, four different variables (\( \bar{V} \), \( \bar{V}_o \), \( %V_o \), and \( \%PF_4 \)) for each of the six body segments were determined. For each of the variables and for each segment, the threshold was optimized to achieve the largest sensitivity and specificity in detecting on and off states. In addition, neural networks were used to explore whether a combination of parameters could optimize the performance of detecting on and off states.

**RESULTS**

The main purpose of this study was to develop an algorithm that is able to distinguish between on and off states in daily life. Figure 2 shows the performance (average of sensitivity and specificity) of the variables of the wrist (upper panel), trunk (middle panel), and the leg (lower panel) for the two groups of patients and for the group as a whole. In our analysis we will refer to the wrist and the leg that are most affected by the PD symptoms. Table 1 shows the average and standard deviation of the sensitivity and specificity in detecting on and off states by each of the variables \( \bar{V} \), \( \bar{V}_o \), \( %V_o \), and \( \%PF_4 \) for the different patient groups. Column 3 of Table 1 shows the body segment that gave the best performance for each variable and patient group. The performance is shown in Figure 2. Data of one patient was left out for reasons that are explained at the end of this section.

The variable \( \%PF_4 \) of the trunk gave the best performance in the detection of on and off states for all PD patients (performance, 0.96 ± 0.09; sensitivity, 0.96 ± 0.11; and specificity, 0.95 ± 0.12) and the nontremor group (performance, 0.96 ± 0.09; sensitivity, 0.97 ± 0.08; and specificity, 0.96 ± 0.06). For the tremor group, the variable \( \%PF_4 \) of the most affected leg gave the best performance (performance, 0.97 ± 0.04; sensitivity, 0.97 ± 0.07; and specificity, 0.97 ± 0.05). The variables \( V \), \( \bar{V}_o \), and \( %V_o \) indicated that PD patients move slower and move less frequent in the off state than they do in the
on state but these variables showed smaller sensitivity and specificity values in detecting on and off states than did the variable %PF4. \( \bar{V} \) and \( V_0 \) gave a significantly better performance for the nontremor group than for the tremor group (unpaired \( t \) test, \( \bar{V} \) and \( V_0 \) of the wrist: \( P < 0.005 \), \( \bar{V} \) and \( V_0 \) of the trunk: \( P < 0.01 \), and \( \bar{V} \) and \( V_0 \) of the most affected leg: \( P < 0.005 \)). The variable \( V_0 \) gave a significantly better performance for the non-
tremor group than for the tremor group for the leg (\( P < 0.05 \)).

To compare our results with the study by Hoff and colleagues,\(^2^1\) the mean accelerometer signal in the frequency range between 1 and 3.5 Hz for 1-minute intervals (\( \bar{a}_{1-3.5} \)) was calculated just as in the study by Hoff associates\(^2^1\) The variable \( \bar{a}_{1-3.5} \) of the wrist showed a sensitivity of 0.77 and specificity of 0.75 for all patients, which is in agreement with results of Hoff and coworkers.\(^2^1\)

A neural network with two hidden units and four input parameters gave a sensitivity and specificity of 1.00 (SD = 0.00) and 0.98 (SD = 0.07), respectively (performance of 0.98; SD = 0.03). The most important variable seemed to be the variable %PF4 of the trunk and this variable alone gave a performance of 0.96. The second most important variable was the variable %PF4 of the most affected leg, which gave an increase in performance of 0.02. The other two variables \( V_0 \) of the less affected arm and \( V \) of the trunk added another 0.01 to the performance.

Figure 3 shows an example of the performance of the variable %PF4 of the trunk for a patient without a tremor. It shows the unfiltered (solid line) and the filtered (dashed line) prediction by the variable %PF4 of the trunk. The filtered variable was used to detect on and off states. The patient in Figure 3 was monitored for 3 hours 20 minutes and switched twice between motor states. This patient showed a sensitivity and specificity of 1.0 and 0.98, respectively. The %PF4 variable clearly changed when the patient

### TABLE 1. Sensitivity and specificity in detecting on and off states by each of the variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient group</th>
<th>Body segment</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean segment velocity (( \bar{V} ))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All patients</td>
<td>Wrist</td>
<td>0.71 (0.30)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremor</td>
<td>Wrist</td>
<td>0.58 (0.34)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nontremor</td>
<td>Wrist</td>
<td>0.81 (0.30)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean segment velocity when moving (( V_0 ))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All patients</td>
<td>Wrist</td>
<td>0.74 (0.32)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremor</td>
<td>Wrist</td>
<td>0.71 (0.35)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nontremor</td>
<td>Wrist</td>
<td>0.79 (0.31)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage moving (%( V_0 ))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All patients</td>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>0.78 (0.34)</td>
<td>0.82 (0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremor</td>
<td>Trunk</td>
<td>0.62 (0.39)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nontremor</td>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>0.89 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of dominant frequencies (%PF4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All patients</td>
<td>Trunk</td>
<td>0.96 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremor</td>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>0.97 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nontremor</td>
<td>Trunk</td>
<td>0.97 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
switched between motor states. This patient took his anti-
parkinson medication 210 minutes before the test and 70
minutes after the start of the test.

Each PD patient can be classified easily as a patient
with a tremor or as a patient without a tremor. The tremor
patients and nontremor patients showed different optimal
classification thresholds (53.2% and 34.8%, respectively)
and also seemed to have a different body segment (leg
and trunk, respectively) that gave the best performance.
Evaluating patients with a tremor or without a tremor in
separate groups, each with their optimal classification
threshold and body segment, gave a performance of 0.97
(SD = 0.04), which was slightly better than the perfor-
mance of 0.96 (SD = 0.09) when the patient group was
evaluated as a whole. Only one patient showed a perfor-
mance smaller than 0.90 (0.89). This patient had a low
sensitivity (0.78) and a high specificity (1.00). He did not
suffer from a tremor and he mentioned that he was
clearly off about 150 minutes after onset of the test.

For patients with a tremor, we expect most peak fre-
quencies above 4 Hz in the off state. To illustrate differ-
ences in peak frequencies, we have calculated the distri-
bution of the peak frequencies for the different motor
states. Figure 5 shows a histogram of the peak frequen-
cies for all patients in the on state (upper panel), for
patients with a tremor in the off state (middle panel), and
for patients without a tremor in the off state (lower
panel). For PD patients in the on state, the peak of the

FIG. 3. Example of variable %PF₄ as a function of time for a non-
tremor patient who switched twice between motor states in a testing
period of 3 hours and 20 minutes. The horizontal dashed-dotted line
represents the threshold value of 34.8% to classify a patient as on
(above the threshold) or as off (below the threshold). The solid line and
the dashed line represent the unfiltered and filtered value of the variable
%PF₄, respectively.

FIG. 4. Example of the percentage dominant frequencies (%PF₄) for a
nontremor patient who switched from the on state to the off state after
about 150 minutes. The horizontal dashed-dotted line represents the
threshold value of 34.8% to classify a patient as on (above the thresh-
old) or as off (below the threshold). The solid line and the dashed line
represent the unfiltered and filtered value of the variable %PF₄, respec-
tively. After about 190 minutes, the patient was walking for about 6
minutes; therefore, this part was excluded in the analysis.

FIG. 5. Dominant frequencies for all patients in the on state (upper
panel), patients with a tremor in the off state (middle panel), and
patients without a tremor in the off state (lower panel).
As mentioned earlier, one patient was left out of the data analysis because this patient was probably classified erroneously as on in a first rating for the whole testing period of 130 minutes. Reanalysis, however, demonstrated off symptoms in the legs (akathesia rather than LID), although the other parts of the body seemed to be in the on state. Because there remained some doubt about the nature of the dyskinesia of the legs, we decided to leave this patient out of the analysis. Interestingly, the variable %PF₄ was slightly above the detection threshold most of the time for this patient, which is consistent with a minor but significant rating as off.

DISCUSSION

Quantitative automatic assessment of the motor state of PD patients will be extremely helpful in optimizing individual medication and for evaluating new interventions in Parkinson’s disease. Recently, several studies focused on the assessment of L-dopa induced dyskinesia in patients with Parkinson’s disease. We used a neural network approach with good success to assess the severity of dyskinesia and to distinguish dyskinesia from voluntary movements in daily life. For practical purposes it is also important that such a method is able to assess parkinsonian symptoms, i.e., to distinguish between on and off states. So far, a successful automatic method to distinguish between on and off states has not been available. The main purpose of this study was to develop an automatic method to detect on and off states in daily life.

One of the most important core features of PD is bradykinesia. Timed motor tests and accelerometry demonstrated that PD patients move more slowly in the off state than in the on state and move more slowly than do age-matched controls. In a previous study, Hoff and colleagues used the mean acceleration of the arm as a measure for bradykinesia to assess on and off states. They found an average sensitivity of 0.66 (0.71 while upright and 0.61 while sitting) and an average specificity of 0.73 (0.76 while upright and 0.67 while sitting) for the mean acceleration of the arm. In our study, the same variable revealed a sensitivity of 0.78 and a specificity of 0.78, which was slightly better but roughly in agreement with the study of Hoff and coworkers. Our two variables for bradykinesia, \( \text{V} \) and \( \text{V} \), showed similar values for sensitivity (0.73 and 0.75, respectively) and specificity (0.78 and 0.78, respectively). These results show that PD patients move on average with a smaller velocity (i.e., bradykinetic) during the off state compared to that in the on state. Because the patients’ motor behavior was not constrained by standardized execution of defined tasks, however, patients

FIG. 6. Dominant frequencies for each nontremor patient in the off state.
showed movements with a wide intra- and interindividual variety of velocities. This can result in smaller velocity values in the on state for fine movement tasks than for gross movement tasks such as washing the dishes in the off state. Furthermore, we also included the beginning of the end-of-dose periods, which is accompanied with less severe bradykinesia than that seen in the fully developed off period in most of our patients. As a result, the sensitivity and specificity for these bradykinesia related parameters are not good enough for practical use to distinguish between on and off states.

Another important core feature of PD is hypokinesia. Hoff and associates\textsuperscript{21} used the variable immobility periods as a measure for hypokinesia and found an average sensitivity of 0.65 (0.70 while upright and 0.60 while sitting) and an average specificity of 0.70 (0.73 while upright and 0.67 while sitting). This variable is similar to our variable “percentage moving” (%\(V_{u}\)). The variable %\(V_{u}\) gave a sensitivity of 0.79 and a specificity of 0.81. The results of both studies indicate that PD patients are more hypokinetic in the off state than in the on state. The slightly higher performance in our study could be a result of several factors. Hoff and associates\textsuperscript{21} used self-assessment as a reference, whereas we used the assessment by an experienced neurologist as a reference. In addition, we excluded the time periods in which subjects were walking for more than 3 minutes. The reason for doing so is that patients are able to walk in the less severe off state; however, the variable %\(V_{u}\) will indicate continuous movement during walking. Hoff and colleagues\textsuperscript{21} therefore would classify patients as on when they are walking for a large part of the time in the off state, whereas we base our classification on the time when subjects are not walking. When walking induces problems in detecting the motor state in real daily life, spatiotemporal parameters of gait could be included to distinguish between on and off states as described by Salarian and coworkers.\textsuperscript{32} Whatever the reasons are for the small differences between the results in the study of Hoff and colleagues\textsuperscript{21} and our study, the sensitivity and specificity values for variables as percentage time of moving and immobility periods are too low for practical use in both studies to distinguish between on and off states.

An interesting finding for the variables \(\bar{V}\) and %\(V_{u}\) was the difference in performance between the non-tremor and the tremor group. The non-tremor group showed a significantly better performance than did the tremor group for hypokinetic (\(\bar{V}\)) and bradykinetic (\%\(V_{u}\)) parameters. This cannot be a result of tremor, because the accelerometer signals were filtered with a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency at 3.5 Hz for the calculation of the hypokinetic and bradykinetic parameters. This finding supports the notion that rigid-akinetic PD patients mainly suffer from bradykinesia and hypokinesia and that tremor-dominant PD patients suffer less from bradykinesia and hypokinesia.\textsuperscript{33}

The variable %\(PF_{4}\) showed an excellent performance in detecting the on and off state. The variable %\(PF_{4}\) of the trunk alone, gave a sensitivity and specificity of 0.96 and 0.95 for the PD patients group as a whole. For non-tremor patients, the optimal classification threshold was 34.8% and the optimal segment was the trunk, whereas the tremor patients had the leg as optimal segment and an optimal classification threshold of 53.2%. When both groups were analyzed separately, the sensitivity and specificity increased to 0.97. Only 1 patient showed a performance smaller than 0.90. The value of the variable %\(PF_{4}\) of the trunk for this patient fluctuated near the optimal classification threshold and did not exceed the classification threshold at all times in the off state. Our neural network approach combined the variable %\(PF_{4}\) of the trunk and the variable %\(PF_{4}\) of the leg as the two most important parameters for the tremor and non-tremor groups of patients, respectively. The neural networks approach gave a slightly better performance in detecting the motor state than did the variable %\(PF_{4}\) alone.

The obvious question to ask is why do all PD patients, including the patients without a tremor in the off state, show a large percentage of peak frequencies above 4 Hz in the off state but not in the on state? In daily life, most movements appear at low frequencies, in particular below 1 Hz.\textsuperscript{22} For the calculation of the variable %\(PF_{4}\), we filtered the raw accelerometer signals with a high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency at 1 Hz. The peak of the histogram near 2 Hz in the on and off state (see Fig. 4) therefore is most likely due to voluntary movements. Because patients in the on state make movements with normal range of frequencies and amplitudes, a large percentage of peak frequencies will be seen near 2 Hz and not above 4 Hz. Moreover, dyskinetic movements are mainly in the frequency range below 3 Hz.\textsuperscript{19,27,34} Peak frequencies below 4 Hz therefore are also expected for patients with dyskinetic movements in the on state. This means that dyskinetic movements will help in classifying a patient as on. In our study, about half of the patients suffered from dyskinesia in the on state.

Many patients in the off state have a parkinsonian rest tremor with a typical frequency between 4 and 8 Hz\textsuperscript{23,24}; therefore, patients with a tremor in the off state will show a large percentage of peak frequencies above 4 Hz.

For patients without a tremor, we also found a relatively large fraction of peak frequencies above 4 Hz in the off state (see Figs. 5 and 6). Based on the results of this study, we can only speculate about the origin of these frequencies. The non-tremor patients showed a
broad spectrum of peak frequencies with various small peaks in the range between 6 and 11 Hz in the off state (see Fig. 6). The frequency of these peaks might be related to the postural tremor between 5 and 12 Hz reported in patients with PD.23,35–37 Postural tremor has also been reported for patients without clinical signs of tremor.38 The amplitudes of the dominant frequency peaks in our study were small and were best recorded in the trunk. They were found mainly when patients were at rest and when they abstained from voluntary movements. We believe that the detection of the high-frequency peaks was best for the trunk because the trunk is involved mainly in maintaining posture and less involved in voluntary movements, which typically are in the frequency range below 2 Hz. Another reason why these high-frequency peaks might be due to a postural tremor and mainly detected in the off state is the difference in amplitude of the tremor in the on and off state. Recently, Sturman and colleagues39 showed that the amplitude of both resting and postural tremor decreased when patients were on compared with off. This suggests that rest and postural tremors are present in the on state but less prominent than in the off state. Based on our findings, we suggest that the large fraction of peak frequencies above 4 Hz in nontremor patients results from a postural tremor, which is best recorded in the off state. We do not have objective evidence, however, that the high-frequency peaks in nontremor patients are caused by a postural tremor. The high-frequency peaks could also be caused by physiological tremor reported in healthy subjects, which have a frequency in the range between 8 and 12 Hz.37 Another explanation for the high-frequency peaks could be microvibrations of the body surface, which are in a frequency range of 7 to 13 Hz.40 Cardiac output and resting activity in skeletal muscle have been thought to be responsible for this phenomenon.

Irrespective of the origin of these high-frequency peaks, they were best recorded when patients abstained from any voluntary movements. In the off state, patients abstain more often from voluntary movements than they do in the on state and this condition will thus result in a higher probability of measuring high-frequency peaks. In addition, voluntary movements are more dominant and frequent in the on state and thus make it more difficult to detect small-amplitude high-frequency peaks in the on state. In conclusion, PD patients have their peak frequencies mainly above 4 Hz in the off state due to a rest or postural tremor in tremor patients, or due to postural tremor or another high-frequency movement in nontremor patients, whereas the peak frequencies are mainly below 4 Hz in the on state due to voluntary movements.


